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Learning System Center App Controller
2015-02-24

this book is intended for it professionals working with hyper v azure cloud vmm and private cloud technologies who are looking for a quick way to get up and running with system
center 2012 r2 app controller to get the most out of this book you should be familiar with microsoft hyper v technology knowledge of virtual machine manager is helpful but not
mandatory

Windows Server 2003 in a Nutshell
2003

so you ve decided to adopt windows server 2003 whether you re migrating from windows 2000 or directly from windows nt windows server 2003 in a nutshell is packed with the
detailed information that you will need as you administer this os to the point chapters on migration highlight important new features such as enhancements to active directory shadow
volume copies and windows update even better for experienced nt and 2000 admins are details about where microsoft put familiar options helping you quickly get oriented to the new
platform those of you familiar with nt or windows 2000 are well beyond the tutorial stage windows server 2003 in a nutshell delivers a no fluff guide with two alphabetical references
one for the gui and one for the command line the task map chapter lets you find look up a task such as troubleshooting startup issues to find appropriate topics in the references once
you know where you re going the book offers numerous step by step procedures in highly condensed form this quick lookup reference is ideal for administration and deployment as
well as deeper issues such as planning configuring and troubleshooting the gui chapter is organized by topic according to major themes of windows server 2003 administration
providing one stop shopping for busy admins for example if you want to find out about active directory and how to manage it you d begin by turning to active directory each topic
begins with a description of basic concepts followed by a description of tools such as microsoft management console snap ins used to administer the feature instructions on how to
perform common or important administrative tasks and notes detailing subtle points and potential gotchas windows server 2003 offers greatly enhanced command line administration
and the command reference prominently highlights the many new commands in this release dozens of new commands and scripts have been added for administration of active
directory disks event logs group policy iis network diagnostics the pagefile printers processes shared folders and the registry the result is a windows operating system platform that
now rivals unix in its ability to support command line and scripted administration microsoft has introduced the right server for a world now dominated by highly distributed systems
and web based server applications and o reilly has written a book that will earn a prominent place on administrators desk tops

Building Web Applications with .NET Core 2.1 and JavaScript
2019-12-13

roll up your sleeves and jump into building web applications using net core 2 1 and the most popular javascript frameworks you will start by building a data access layer using entity
framework core a restful service using asp net core and then you will build a web application following the mvc pattern also using asp net core the resulting application is an example
e commerce site using the most appropriate capabilities in net core for building a line of business applications the second half of building applications with net core 2 1 and javascript
is dedicated to teaching you how to develop applications on the client with javascript bootstrap and related tooling such as typescript webpack npm and more each javascript
framework will build the same ui as the asp net core web application from the first half of the book leveraging the same asp net core restful service and entity framework core data
access layer building the same ui in the different javascript frameworks provides the context and knowledge to reasonably compare and contrast the tools what you will learn ramp up
quickly on entity framework core and asp net core use typescript to deliver better javascript manage your javascript build process know how to build uis with asp net core mvc angular
and react to make better decisions on which technologies to adopt in your projectsconduct an apples to apples comparison of asp net core angular and react who this book is for net



architects consultants and developers who want to modernize their skill set some understanding of javascript and the is useful

Systems and Virtualization Management
2009-01-24

second international workshop svm 2008 munich germany october 21 22 2008 proceedings

Pro ASP.NET Core MVC 2
2017-10-24

now in its 7th edition the best selling book on mvc is updated for asp net core mvc 2 it contains detailed explanations of the core mvc functionality which enables developers to
produce leaner cloud optimized and mobile ready applications for the net platform this book puts asp net core mvc into context and dives deep into the tools and techniques required
to build modern cloud optimized extensible web applications all the new mvc features are described in detail and the author explains how best to apply them to both new and existing
projects the asp net core mvc framework is the latest evolution of microsoft s asp net web platform built on a completely new foundation it represents a fundamental change to how
microsoft constructs and deploys web frameworks and is free of the legacy of earlier technologies such as forms asp net core mvc provides a host agnostic framework and a high
productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture test driven development and powerful extensibility best selling author adam freeman has thoroughly revised
this market leading book and explains how to get the most from asp net core mvc he starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything through to advanced features going in
depth to give you the knowledge you need the book includes a fully worked case study of a functioning web application that readers can use as a template for their own projects what
s new in this edition fully updated for visual studio 2017 c 7 and net core 2 coverage of new features such as view filters wider platform and tooling coverage than ever before with
more on visual studio code and working with net core on non windows platforms docker based application deployment what you will learn gain a solid architectural understanding of
asp net core mvc explore the entire asp net mvc framework as a cohesive whole see how mvc and test driven development work in action learn what s new in asp net core mvc 2 and
how best to apply these new features to your own work see how to create restful web services and single page applications build on your existing knowledge of previous mvc releases
to get up and running with the new programming model quickly and effectively who this book is for this book is for web developers with a basic knowledge of asp net and c who want
to incorporate the latest improvements and functionality in the asp net core mvc 2 framework

C# 6.0 and the .NET 4.6 Framework
2015-11-16

this new 7th edition of pro c 6 0 and the net 4 6 platform has been completely revised and rewritten to reflect the latest changes to the c language specification and new advances in
the net framework you ll find new chapters covering all the important new features that make net 4 6 the most comprehensive release yet including a refined ado net entity
framework programming model numerous ide and mvvm enhancements for wpf desktop development numerous updates to the asp net apis this comes on top of award winning
coverage of core c features both old and new that have made the previous editions of this book so popular readers will gain a solid foundation of object oriented development
techniques attributes and reflection generics and collections as well as numerous advanced topics not found in other texts such as cil opcodes and emitting dynamic assemblies the
mission of this book is to provide you with a comprehensive foundation in the c programming language and the core aspects of the net platform plus overviews of technologies built
on top of c and net ado net and entity framework windows communication foundation wcf windows presentation foundation wpf asp net webforms mvc webapi once you digest the
information presented in these chapters you ll be in a perfect position to apply this knowledge to your specific programming assignments and you ll be well equipped to explore the



net universe on your own terms what you will learn be the first to understand the net 4 6 platform and c 6 discover the ins and outs of the leading net technology learn from an award
winning author who has been teaching the net world since version 1 0 find complete coverage of xaml net 4 6 and visual studio 2015 together with discussion of the new windows
runtime

Building Web Applications with Visual Studio 2017
2017-07-08

learn how to build web applications from three microsoft mvps after building the data application layer using entity framework core and a restful service using asp net core you will
then build the client side web application three ways first using asp net core then using angular 2 and finally using react you will be able to compare and contrast these ui frameworks
and select the best one for your needs net core is a complete rewrite of the popular net and its related frameworks while many concepts are similar between net core and the net 4 6
framework there are revolutionary changes as well including updates to entity framework core and asp net core the first section of this book covers the three main parts of building
applications with c entity framework asp net core services and asp net core applications there is also an explosion in popularity of javascript frameworks for client side development
and the authors cover two of the most popular ui frameworks start with typescript for developing clean javascript along with a client side build tool such as gulp grunt and webpack
using the same data access layer and restful service from the net core application you can rebuild the ui using angular 2 then repeat the process using react for a true comparison of
building client side applications using asp net core angular 2 and react what you ll learn understand the fundamentals of net core and what that means to the traditional net developer
build a data access layer with entity framework core a restful service with asp net core mvc and a website with asp net core mvc and bootstrap automate many build tasks with client
side build utilities who this book is for intermediate to advanced net developers

Pro ASP.NET Core 7, Tenth Edition
2023-09-26

now in its tenth edition this industry leading guide to asp net core teaches everything you need to know to create easy extensible and cloud native web applications pro asp net core 7
is the tenth edition of adam freeman s industry leading handbook to building web applications asp net core it maintains the style and structure of popular previous editions with
content updated for asp net core s latest evolution you ll dive right into the foundations of web app development learn about web services html responses authentication and
authorization and container deployment as you build a realistic sports online store you ll then explore asp net s more advanced capabilities including mvc for restful web services
razor pages for html responses blazor for client side interaction and data access with entity framework core throughout the book engaging hands on examples show you how each tool
works in action purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications

MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Active Directory Planning, Implementation, and Maintenance Study Guide
2006-04-03

this exam 70294 is an mcse core requirement and an mcsa elective thoroughly revised to cover the new version of the exam which includes questions on windows server 2003 r2 and
windows xp professional sp2 offers improved troubleshooting coverage and more scenarios and case studies the cd rom features the state of the art winsim program that enables
readers to practice on simulation questions plus an advanced testing engine hundreds of sample questions an e version of the book and flashcards note cd rom dvd and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of ebook file



Pro ASP.NET MVC 5
2014-02-28

the asp net mvc 5 framework is the latest evolution of microsoft s asp net web platform it provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture
test driven development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp net asp net mvc 5 contains a number of advances over previous versions including the ability
to define routes using c attributes and the ability to override filters the user experience of building mvc applications has also been substantially improved the new more tightly
integrated visual studio 2013 ide has been created specifically with mvc application development in mind and provides a full suite of tools to improve development times and assist in
reporting debugging and deploying your code the popular bootstrap javascript library has also now been included natively within mvc 5 providing you the developer with a wider
range of multi platform css and html5 options than ever before without the penalty of having to load in third party libraries

ASP.Net MVC 4 Mobile App Development
2013-01-01

a step by step tutorial to get acquainted with the asp net mvc4 framework and its features in order to discover how to develop web applications using them this book is targeted at
people who are familiar with c development on the net platform and are interested in web development with the asp net development framework no prior web or mobile development
experience is required

Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 Unleashed
2015-08-07

microsoft visual studio 2015 empowers you to write next generation applications for any modern environment mobile web cloud universal windows 10 8 x database and beyond this
end to end deep dive will help working developers squeeze maximum productivity out of microsoft s powerful new toolset the authors combine authoritative and detailed information
about microsoft s latest ide with extensive insights and best practices drawn from decades of development experience developers will quickly get comfortable with visual studio 2015
s updated interface master its new capabilities leverage its extensive new support for open standards and discover multiple opportunities to leverage its net 4 6 platform and
language improvements by focusing entirely on visual studio 2015 professional the authors go deeper into microsoft s core product than ever before you ll find expert coverage of
everything from debugging through deploying to azure ide extension and automation through cross platform mobile development throughout this book s focus is relentlessly practical
how to apply microsoft s tools to build better software faster detailed information on how to master visual studio 2015 s updated interface and key tools solutions projects browsers
explorers editors and designers to improve productivity develop robust cross platform mobile apps for windows ios and android using apache cordova templates for visual studio use
the new asp net 5 to build modern web solutions that run on windows mac or linux develop single page applications spas based on html5 and rich client side javascript frameworks
such as knockout angularjs bootstrap and more accelerate cloud development with the azure sdk quickstart templates and azure management portal create mobile service solutions
using asp net api and wcf streamline data development across multiple platforms with entity framework 7 develop modern microsoft office business applications perform robust
automated unit testing as you code increasing your confidence in changes and refactoring extend the vs 2015 ide and code editor by creating custom productivity enhancing solutions
download all examples and source code presented in this book from informit com title 9780672337369 as they become available



Professional ASP.NET 4.5 in C# and VB
2013-04-26

the all new approach for experienced asp net professionals asp net is microsoft s technology for building dynamically generated web pages from database content originally
introduced in 2002 asp net has undergone many changes in multiple versions and iterations as developers have gained a decade of experience with this popular technology with that
decade of experience this edition of the book presents a fresh new overhauled approach a new focus on how to build asp net sites and applications relying on field tested reliable
methods integration of one asp net philosophy treating asp net forms and asp net mvc as equal tools each with their proper time and place coverage of hot new asp net 4 5 additions
such as the api websockets and html5 css3 use in layout but only to the extent that the tools themselves are practical and useful for working asp net developers professional asp net 4
5 in c and vb is an essential tool for programmers who need to be productive and build reliably performing sites with the latest asp net framework and visual studio

70-688 Supporting Windows 8.1
2014-08-18

the 70 688 supporting windows 8 1 textbook helps prepare students for the second of two exams required for microsoft certified solutions associate mcsa windows 8 certification
students master configuration or support for windows 8 computers devices users and associated network and security resources those in this it professional career field work with
networks configured as a domain based or peer to peer environment with access to the internet and cloud services these it professionals could be a consultant full time desktop
support technician or it generalist who administers windows 8 based computers and devices as a portion of their broader technical responsibilities additional skills addressed including
the recent 8 1 objectives in this textbook design an installation and application strategy maintain resource access maintain windows clients and devices manage windows 8 using
cloud services and microsoft desktop optimization pack the moac it professional series is the official from microsoft turn key workforce training program that leads to professional
certification and was authored for college instructors and college students moac gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key
areas instructor readiness student software student assessment instruction resources and learning validation with the microsoft official academic course program you are getting
instructional support from microsoft materials that are accurate and make course delivery easy

Windows 2000 Administration in a Nutshell
2001

anyone who installs windows 2000 creates a user or adds a printer is a 2000 system administrator this book supplies the tools for performing the important day to day administrative
tasks in a handy easy to look up alphabetical reference and addresses the problems associated with bridging the gap between the windows nt and windows 2000 platform

Microsoft System Center Cloud Management with App Controller
2013-11-15

part of a series of specialized guides on system center this book focuses on using appcontroller to manage virtual machines and services across private and public clouds series editor
mitch tulloch and a team of system center experts provide concise technical guidance as they step you through key configuration and management tasks



Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Resource Kit
2008-03-05

get the definitive in depth resource for designing deploying and maintaining windows server 2008 active directory in an enterprise environment written by experts on directory
services and the active directory team at microsoft this technical resource is packed with concrete real world design and implementation guidance you ll get in depth guidance on
installation active directory components replication security administration and more you also get answers to common questions from network architects engineers and administrators
about windows server 2008 active directory plus scripts utilities job aids and a fully searchable ebook on cd for customers who purchase an ebook version of this title instructions for
downloading the cd files can be found in the ebook

Wiley Pathways Network Security Fundamentals Project Manual
2007-07-30

you can get there the network security fundamentals project manual offers a wealth of easy to read practical and up to date activities that reinforce fundamental network security
concepts you will develop the core competencies and skills you ll need in the real world including how to install network monitor and capture traffic encrypt files using folder
properties and the cipher command install and use certificate services configure an ipsec policy that requires authentication and encryption use rsop to view effective policy settings
configure automatic updates using the system utility and group policy choose an ids and position it on a network with five to seven projects per chapter ranging from easy to more
advanced the network security fundamentals project manual is ideal for both traditional and online courses and is an excellent companion to cole s network security fundamentals
isbn 978 0 470 10192 6 wiley pathways helps you achieve your goals the texts and project manuals in this series offer a coordinated curriculum for learning information technology
learn more at wiley com go pathways

ASP.NET Core in Action, Third Edition
2023-11-14

build professional grade full stack web applications using c and asp net core in asp net core in action third edition you ll learn how to build minimal apis for serving json to client side
applications create dynamic server side rendered applications using razor pages user authentication and authorization store data using entity framework core unit and integration
tests for asp net core applications write custom middleware and components fully updated to asp net core 7 0 in asp net core in action third edition microsoft mvp andrew lock
teaches you how you can use your c and net skills to build amazing cross platform web applications this revised bestseller reveals the latest net patterns including minimal apis and
minimal hosting even if you ve never worked with asp net you ll start creating productive cross platform web apps fast illustrations and annotated code make learning visual and easy
about the technology the asp net core web framework delivers everything you need to build professional quality web applications with productivity boosting libraries for server side
rendering secure apis easy data access and more you ll spend your time implementing features instead of researching syntax and tracking down bugs this book is your guide about
the book asp net core in action third edition shows you how to create production grade web applications with asp net core 7 0 you ll learn from hands on examples insightful
illustrations and nicely explained code updated coverage in this third edition includes creating minimal apis securing apis with bearer tokens webapplicationbuilder and more about
the reader for beginning to intermediate web developers examples are in c about the author andrew lock is a microsoft mvp who has worked with asp net core since before its first
release table of contents 1 getting started with asp net core 2 understanding asp net core 3 your first application 4 handling requests with the middleware pipeline 5 creating a json
api with minimal apis 6 mapping urls to endpoints using routing 7 model binding and validation in minimal apis 8 an introduction to dependency injection 9 registering services with
dependency injection 10 configuring an asp net core application 11 documenting apis with openapi 12 saving data with entity framework core 13 creating a website with razor pages



14 mapping urls to razor pages using routing 15 generating responses with page handlers in razor pages 16 binding and validating requests with razor pages 17 rendering html using
razor views 18 building forms with tag helpers 19 creating a website with mvc controllers 20 creating an http api using web api controllers 21 the mvc and razor pages filter pipeline
22 creating custom mvc and razor page filters 23 authentication adding users to your application with identity 24 authorization securing your application 25 authentication and
authorization for apis 26 monitoring and troubleshooting errors with logging 27 publishing and deploying your application 28 adding https to an application 29 improving your
application s security 30 building asp net core apps with the generic host and startup 31 advanced configuration of asp net core 32 building custom mvc and razor pages components
33 calling remote apis with ihttpclientfactory 34 building background tasks and services 35 testing applications with xunit 36 testing asp net core applications

Pro Entity Framework Core 2 for ASP.NET Core MVC
2018-04-18

model map and access data effectively with entity framework core 2 the latest evolution of microsoft s object relational mapping framework you will access data utilizing net objects
via the most common data access layer used in asp net core mvc 2 projects best selling author adam freeman explains how to get the most from entity framework core 2 in mvc
projects he begins by describing the different ways that entity framework core 2 can model data and the different types of databases that can be used he then shows you how to use
entity framework core 2 in your own mvc projects starting from the nuts and bolts and building up to the most advanced and sophisticated features going in depth to give you the
knowledge you need chapters include common problems and how to avoid them what you ll learn gain a solid architectural understanding of entity framework core 2 create databases
using your mvc data model create mvc models using an existing database access data in an mvc application using entity framework core 2 use entity framework in restful services
who this book is for asp net core mvc 2 developers who want to use entity framework core 2 as the data access layer in their projects

Hyper-V Security
2014-12-26

hyper v security is intended for administrators with a solid working knowledge of hyper v server windows server and active directory an administrator with a functional environment
will be able to use the knowledge and examples present in this book to enhance security

LEARN MVC IN 7 DAYS
2018-06-02

description the best way to learn mvc is by doing a project and this book does the same a complete mvc project is created from scratch with all best practices implemented
professional projects are not created by just using asp net mvc you need other ingredients like hrml javascript jquery json webapi so on this book has covered all the necessary
supporting technologies while making mvc project gone are those days of using ado net to connect to database in professional project developers use orm technologies like entity
framework this book uses ef whenever there is a need of database communication with the book we have provided dvd which has mvc video tutorials which will help you to kick start
mvc with great speed after every lab we have discussed important questions around the lab this will make you prepared for asp net mvc interviews



Professional ASP.NET Design Patterns
2010-09-16

design patterns are time tested solutions to recurring problems letting the designer build programs on solutions that have already proved effective provides developers with more
than a dozen asp net examples showing standard design patterns and how using them helpsbuild a richer understanding of asp net architecture as well as better asp net applications
builds a solid understanding of asp net architecture that can be used over and over again in many projects covers asp net code to implement many standard patterns including model
view controller mvc etl master master snapshot master slave snapshot façade singleton factory single access point roles limited view observer page controller common
communication patterns and more

Pro ASP.NET Core 3
2020-06-06

now in its 8th edition pro asp net core has been thoroughly updated for asp net core 3 and online for asp net core 5 and net 5 0 this comprehensive full color guide is the only book
you need to learn asp net core development professional developers get ready to produce leaner applications for the asp net core platform this edition puts asp net core 3 into
context and takes a deep dive into the tools and techniques required to build modern extensible web applications new features and capabilities such as mvc 3 razor pages blazor
server and blazor webassembly are covered along with demonstrations of how they can be applied in practice following the same popular format and style found in previous editions
author adam freeman explains how to get the most out of asp net core 3 starting with the nuts and bolts topics he teaches readers about middleware components built in services
request model binding and more moving along he introduces increasingly more complex topics and advanced features including endpoint routing and dependency injection written for
professionals wanting to incorporate the latest functionality of asp net core 3 into their projects this book also serves as a complete reference on asp net core beginners with some
background in microsoft web development will also greatly benefit from the in depth coverage provided throughout what you will learn build a solid foundation and skill set for working
with the entire asp net core platformapply asp net core 3 and asp net core 5 features in your developer environment plentiful reusable templatessee how to create restful web
services web applications and client side applicationsleverage existing knowledge to efficiently get up and running with new programming models adam freeman is an experienced it
professional who has held senior positions in a range of companies most recently serving as chief technology officer and chief operating officer of a global bank now retired he spends
his time writing and long distance running the rolls royce of asp net books or if you re american the cadillac very thorough les jackson mcsd dotnet playbook the author s instruction is
direct easy to understand and supplemented with clear code examples whether you are a beginner learning asp net core 3 1 app development or an experienced professional ready to
master advanced concepts i consider this book a must have for you jeremy likness senior program manager microsoft the best single resource for teaching mvc web apps using asp
net charles carter mscs mswe jd cloud application development instructor microsoft software and systems academy

Pro ASP.NET Core MVC
2016-09-15

visual studio 2017 updates for this book are now available follow the download source code link for this book on the apress website now in its 6th edition the best selling book on mvc
is now updated for asp net core mvc it contains detailed explanations of the new core mvc functionality which enables developers to produce leaner cloud optimized and mobile ready
applications for the net platform this book puts asp net core mvc into context and dives deep into the tools and techniques required to build modern cloud optimized extensible web
applications all the new mvc features are described in detail and the author explains how best to apply them to both new and existing projects the asp net core mvc framework is the
latest evolution of microsoft s asp net web platform built on a completely new foundation it represents a fundamental change to how microsoft constructs and deploys web



frameworks and is free of the legacy of earlier technologies such as forms asp net core mvc provides a host agnostic framework and a high productivity programming model that
promotes cleaner code architecture test driven development and powerful extensibility best selling author adam freeman has thoroughly revised this market leading book and
explains how to get the most from asp net core mvc he starts with the nuts and bolts and shows you everything through to advanced features going in depth to give you the
knowledge you need this book follows the same format and style as the popular previous editions but brings everything up to date for the new asp net core mvc release it presents a
fully worked case study of a functioning asp net mvc application that readers can use as a template for their own projects what you will learn gain a solid architectural understanding
of asp net core mvc explore the entire asp net mvc framework as a cohesive whole see how mvc and test driven development work in action learn what s new in asp net core mvc and
how best to apply these new features to your own work see how to create restful web services and single page applications build on your existing knowledge of previous mvc releases
to get up and running with the new programming model quickly and effectively who this book is for this book is for web developers with a basic knowledge of asp net and c who want
to incorporate the latest improvements and functionality in the new asp net core mvc framework

Programming C# 5.0
2012-10-29

building windows 8 metro and desktop applications for the net 4 5 framework cover

Using Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional
2000

covers installation configuration registry manipulation network management active directory and security

Pro ASP.NET MVC 4
2013-01-29

the asp net mvc 4 framework is the latest evolution of microsoft s asp net web platform it provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture
test driven development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp net asp net mvc 4 contains a number of significant advances over previous versions new
mobile and desktop templates employing adaptive rendering are included together with support for jquery mobile for the first time new display modes allow your application to select
views based on the browser that s making the request while code generation recipes for visual studio help you auto generate project specific code for a wide variety of situtations
including nuget support in this fourth edition the core model view controller mvc architectural concepts are not simply explained or discussed in isolation but are demonstrated in
action you ll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e commerce web application that combines asp net mvc with the latest c language features and unit testing best
practices by gaining this invaluable practical experience you ll discover mvc s strengths and weaknesses for yourself and put your best learned theory into practice the book s authors
steve sanderson and adam freeman have both watched the growth of asp net mvc since its first release steve is a well known blogger on the mvc framework and a member of the
microsoft platform and tools team adam started designing and building web applications 15 years ago and has been responsible for some of the world s largest and most ambitious
projects you can be sure you are in safe hands



Active Directory Administration Cookbook
2022-07-15

simplified actionable recipes for managing active directory and azure ad as well as azure ad connect for administration on premise and in the cloud with windows server 2022 key
features expert solutions for name resolution federation certificates and security with active directory explore microsoft azure ad and azure ad connect for effective administration on
the cloud automate security tasks using active directory tools and powershell book description updated to the windows server 2022 this second edition covers effective recipes for
active directory administration that will help you leverage ad s capabilities for automating network security and access management tasks in the windows infrastructure starting with
a detailed focus on forests domains trusts schemas and partitions this book will help you manage domain controllers organizational units and default containers you ll then explore
active directory sites management as well as identify and solve replication problems as you progress you ll work through recipes that show you how to manage your ad domains as
well as user and group objects and computer accounts expiring group memberships and group managed service accounts gmsas with powershell once you ve covered dns and
certificates you ll work with group policy and then focus on federation and security before advancing to azure active directory and how to integrate on premise active directory with
azure ad finally you ll discover how microsoft azure ad connect synchronization works and how to harden azure ad by the end of this ad book you ll be able to make the most of active
directory and azure ad connect what you will learn manage the recycle bin gmsas and fine grained password policies work with active directory from both the graphical user interface
gui and command line use windows powershell to automate tasks create and remove forests domains domain controllers and trusts create groups modify group scope and type and
manage memberships delegate view and modify permissions set up manage and optionally decommission certificate authorities optimize active directory and azure ad for security
who this book is for this book is for administrators of existing active directory domain service environments as well as for azure ad tenants looking for guidance to optimize their day
to day tasks basic networking and windows server operating system knowledge will be useful for getting the most out of this book

70-412 Configuring Advanced Windows Server 2012 Services R2
2014-11-24

this 70 412 configuring advanced windows server 2012 r2 services textbook covers the third of three exams required for microsoft certified solutions associate mcsa windows server
2012 certification this course will help validate the skills and knowledge necessary to administer a windows server 2012 infrastructure in an enterprise environment the three mcsa
exams collectively validate the skills and knowledge necessary for implementing managing maintaining and provisioning services and infrastructure in a windows server 2012
environment this microsoft official academic course is mapped to the 70 412 configuring advanced windows server 2012 services exam skills including the recent r2 objectives this
textbook focuses on real skills for real jobs and prepares students to prove mastery of advanced windows server 2012 services such as advanced configuring tasks necessary to
deploy manage and maintain a windows server 2012 infrastructure it covers such skills as fault tolerance certificate services and identity federation in addition this book also covers
such valuable skills as implementing advanced network services implementing advanced file services implementing dynamic access control implementing network load balancing
implementing failover clustering implementing disaster recovery implementing active directory certificate services ad cs implementing active directory federation services ad fs the
moac it professional series is the official from microsoft turn key workforce training program that leads to professional certification and was authored for college instructors and
college students moac gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas instructor readiness student software student
assessment instruction resources and learning validation with the microsoft official academic course program you are getting instructional support from microsoft materials that are
accurate and make course delivery easy



Exam 98-349 Windows Operating System Fundamentals 2E
2017-08-18

the microsoft official academic course moac textbook for mta windows operating system fundamentals exam 98 349 2nd edition is focused primarily on operating configurations and
maintenance in windows moac offers an official mlo lab environment and lab manual to further aid in your study for this exam successful skills mastery of exam 98 349 can help
students with securing a career within an it enterprise and help them to differentiate job hunters in today s competitive job market this exam will cover considerations into the
following understanding operating system configurations installing and upgrading client systems managing applications managing files and folders managing devices understanding
operating system maintenance the moac it professional series is the official from microsoft turn key workforce training program that leads to professional certification and was
authored for college instructors and college students moac gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas instructor
readiness student software student assessment instruction resources and learning validation with the microsoft official academic course program you are getting instructional support
from microsoft materials that are accurate and make course delivery easy

Inside Windows 2000 Server
2000

a guide to windows 2000 server technology offers it professionals solutions and strategies for managing installation account administration file and print configuration security
maintenance back up and troubleshooting

Programming ASP.NET MVC 4
2012-09-14

get up and running with asp net mvc 4 and learn how to build modern server side web applications this guide helps you understand how the framework performs and shows you how
to use various features to solve many real world development scenarios you re likely to face in the process you ll learn how to work with html javascript the entity framework and
other web technologies you ll start by learning core concepts such as the model view controller architectural pattern and then work your way toward advanced topics the authors
demonstrate asp net mvc 4 best practices and techniques by building a sample online auction site ebuy throughout the book learn the similarities between asp net mvc 4 and forms
use entity framework to create and maintain an application database create rich web applications using jquery for client side development incorporate ajax techniques into your web
applications learn how to create and expose asp net api services deliver a rich and consistent experience for mobile devices apply techniques for error handling automated testing and
build automation use various options to deploy your asp net mvc 4 application

Virtualbox 3.1
2010-04-15

deploy and manage a cost effective virtual environment using virtualbox



MCSE Core Elective Exams in a Nutshell
2006-10-23

overview study guide and practice exams for microsoft certified systems engineer mcse core exams 70 270 70 297 and 70 298

MCSE 70-294 Exam Prep
2006-12-05

mcse planning implementing and maintaining a microsoft windows server 2003 active directory infrastructure exam 70 294 your complete certification solution the smart way to
study in this book you ll learn how to understand the impact of the latest improvements in windows server 2003 on active directory including service pack 1 sp1 and release 2 r2 plan
an active directory infrastructure including forests trees domains organizational units ous sites global catalogs and operations masters install active directory domain controllers in
forest roots child domains and additional domain controllers plan and implement trust relationships within and between active directory forests windows nt 4 0 domains and kerberos
realms configure active directory sites including site boundaries links link bridges and replications manage monitor maintain and restore the active directory infrastructure plan and
implement user and group strategies including security and distribution groups organizational unit structures and user authentication strategies plan the application of group policy to
users computers sites domains and organizational units use group policy to configure the user and computer environment including software distribution and upgrade certificate
enrollment security settings folder redirection and many other available policy settings use resultant set of policy rsop and other tools to manage and troubleshoot group policy
written by a leading 70 294 exam expert don poulton mcsa mcse a network security has been involved in consulting with small training providers as a technical writer during which
time he wrote training and exam prep materials for windows nt 4 0 windows 2000 and windows xp more recently he has written or co authored several certification volumes on
security windows xp and windows server 2003 published by que publishing see inside back cover for exclusive access to 70 294 practice questions helps you identify your strengths
and weaknesses so you can assess your readiness to take the actual 70 294 exam provides detailed explanations of correct and incorrect answers features a variety of study modes
so you can work your way through the questions in the manner that best suits your study preferences covers each 70 294 exam objective examcram com isbn 0 7897 3651 9

Pro ASP.NET MVC 3 Framework
2011-08-06

the asp net mvc 3 framework is the latest evolution of microsoft s asp net web platform it provides a high productivity programming model that promotes cleaner code architecture
test driven development and powerful extensibility combined with all the benefits of asp net 4 in this third edition the core model view controller mvc architectural concepts are not
simply explained or discussed in isolation but are demonstrated in action you ll work through an extended tutorial to create a working e commerce web application that combines asp
net mvc with the latest c language features and unit testing best practices by gaining this invaluable practical experience you ll discover mvc s strengths and weaknesses for yourself
and put your best learned theory into practice the book s authors steve sanderson and adam freeman have both watched the growth of asp net mvc since its first release steve is a
well known blogger on the mvc framework and a member of the microsoft platform and tools team adam started designing and building web applications 15 years ago and has been
responsible for some of the world s largest and most ambitious projects you can be sure you are in safe hands



Lab Manual to Accompany Access Control, Authentication, and Public Key Infrastructure
2011

the laboratory manual to accompany access control authentication and public key infrastructure is the lab companion to the information systems and security series title auditing it
infrastructure for compliance it provides hands on exercises each with measurable learning outcomes about the seriesvisit issaseries com for a complete look at the series the jones
bartlett learning information system assurance series delivers fundamental it security principles packed with real world applications and examples for it security cybersecurity
information assurance and information systems security programs authored by certified information systems security professionals cissps and reviewed by leading technical experts in
the field these books are current forward thinking resources that enable readers to solve the cybersecurity challenges of today and tomorrow

.NET 4 Wrox eBook Bundle
2010-10-26

the books included in this set are 9780470502204 professional asp net 4 in c and vb written by three highly recognized and regarded asp net experts this book provides
comprehensive coverage on asp net 4 with a unique approach featuring examples in both c and vb as is the incomparable coverage of core asp net 9780470502259 professional c 4
and net 4 after a quick refresher on c basics the author dream team moves on to provide you with details of language and framework features including linq linq to sql linq to xml wcf
wpf workflow and generics 9780470548653 professional visual studio 2010 this book gets you quickly up to speed on what you can expect from visual studio 2010 packed with helpful
examples this comprehensive guide explains examines the features of visual studio 2010 which allows you to create and manage programming projects for the windows platform
9780470499832 visual basic 2010 programmer s reference this reference guide provides you with a broad solid understanding of essential visual basic 2010 topics and clearly
explains how to use this powerful programming language to perform a variety of tasks 9780470477229 wpf programmer s reference windows presentation foundation with c 2010 and
net 4 written by a leading expert on microsoft graphics programming this richly illustrated book provides an introduction to wpf development and explains fundamental wpf concepts
9780470257029 professional sql server 2008 programming this expanded best seller includes new coverage of sql server 2008 s new datatypes new indexing structures
manageability features and advanced time zone handling

Professional Visual Studio 2010
2010-07-09

in professional visual studio 2010 developers will find a fast route to ide programming success the authors zero in on advanced topics and demonstrate the new features of the ide
including code snippets refactoring and patterns covering the latest net framework 4 and visual studio 2010 with a unique ide centric approach the book has been revised to include a
discussion of visual studio s recent major overhaul the illustrative examples included will help bring both novice and experienced developers up to speed quickly
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